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ABSTRACT In this paper, we analyze the impact of caching on the performance of a cache enabled
system with heterogeneous traffic where one of the users need to be served with confidential data. In this
setup, a wireless helper system always serves a dedicated user and it can also serve a user requesting
cached content. A cellular network access point is also available to serve the latter user if it cannot retrieve
the requested data from the helper’s cache. The impact of caching and secrecy on throughput and delay
performance for each user is then examined when the access point can deploy superposition coding to
serve both users simultaneously. Two decoding schemes are considered in this work. The first decoding
scheme treats interference from parallel transmissions as noise while the second one utilizes the parallel
transmission to apply successive decoding for the intended data. Furthermore, network and cache related
factors are identified and their impact on the overall performance of the system are analyzed. In order to
find the optimal transmission power allocations, two distinct optimization problems are set in this context
comparing the two decoding schemes. This will assist to identify the benefits of the considered decoding
schemes for each user satisfying the secrecy requirements of the dedicated user and reducing its impact on
the overall performance of the system.

INDEX TERMS Caching, delay analyis, secrecy, superposition coding.

I. INTRODUCTION
Video and image content has become the dominant type of
wireless data traffic, and in most cases, this content can be
requested several times which makes it reusable. Motivated
by this, caching at the edge of the network has been iden-
tified as a promising approach to meet the high demand
of reusable content [2], by the users. The key idea behind
proactive caching is to store likely-to-be-requested content at
the network edge nodes according to some caching policies
(e.g. most popular content, random caching, coded caching)
during off-peak hours [3]–[6]. When users request content
that is already cached in their nearby nodes, the content
delivery delay can be greatly reduced and the throughput
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of users requesting non-reusable content can vastly increase.
Furthermore, users have different secrecy requirements, thus
it is important to analyze the impact of caching on the sys-
tem performance under secrecy constraints in heterogeneous
traffic conditions.

In this work, we consider a network scenario, where two
users have different secrecy requirements. A dedicated user
receives external traffic with secrecy requirements while a
non-dedicated user without secrecy requirements requests
reusable (cacheable) content that can be stored at the edge
node’s (helper) cache. If the non-dedicated user requests for
content that cannot be found at the helper’s cache, then it
can be served by the core network server through a base
station. We consider the presence of a passive eavesdropper,
which is not part of the network. The eavesdropper intends
to decode the transmissions under secrecy requirements.
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When the helper needs to serve multiple users simulta-
neously, the decoding process and capability of the users
can impact the system performance. Hence, it is important
to investigate how the simultaneous transmission from the
helper to different users can enhance or impede secure com-
munication under different decoding schemes at the users.
To measure the secrecy performance of the system, the notion
of physical layer secrecy is considered which can exploit the
randomness present in the wireless environment.

A. RELATED WORK
In [7], it was shown that is possible to send messages securely
over a noisy channel without using any key between the
legitimate nodes. The random nature of the physical wireless
channel was studied for the case of the wiretap channel,
where an eavesdropper tries to decode the messages intended
to the appropriate receiver. A secure communication was
maintained between the transmitter and the dedicated receiver
without the need of cryptographic or other security coding
techniques. The problem of secure communication over mul-
tiuser scenarios has been studied extensively under different
settings [8]–[12]. The impact of fading on secure communi-
cation has been explored under various settings in [13]–[16].
It has been demonstrated that fading wireless channels can
facilitate secure communication in contrast to the case of
Gaussian wiretap channel [13], [15].

There is also a connection between the secure com-
munication problem considered in this work and digi-
tal watermarking. Many of the communication techniques
used for reliable and secure communication can be useful
for watermarking. In the watermarking process, embedding
information (known as a watermark) to the underlying sig-
nal results in limited distortion to the original signal. The
work in [17] establishes an equivalence between water-
marking game and a communication system with a jammer
where the transmitter and jammer have access to different
side-information. The code capacity is characterized for the
watermarking game in the case of Gaussian covertext and
squared-error distortion. Furthermore, the work in [18] pro-
vided an information-theoretic analysis of information hiding
and characterized the achievable communication rate for the
information hider. The work in [19] proposed a cognitive
radio scheme that allows a secondary user to transmit over the
same time-frequency slot of a primary user. It is shown that
the secondary user can superimpose its information symbols
on the primary user’s signal without degrading the perfor-
mance of the primary user and under certain conditions it can
improve the performance of the system. Then, the previous
work was extended by [20] by introducing the concept of
convolutive superposition. In this case, multiple secondary
user symbols are superimposed on the primary user received
signal through a time-domain convolution which increases
the achievable rate of the secondary user. The problem con-
sidered in this paper has similarities withwatermarkingwhere
the superposition coding performed at the helper node can
help to protect confidential data under certain conditions.

Considering the proposed setup with a distortion constraint
will be an interesting problem for future research, where
the user needs to hide some information in the original
message.

The analysis in [14] considered the secure broadcasting
in the presence of fading channel. Some other findings
regarding multiple user cases with secrecy requirements are
demonstrated in [9], [10]. Data arrival at the service nodes
in wireless networks is bursty however, a large number of
research works in information theory assumes the presence
of backlogged users [7]–[13]. In [21] the stability region of
a broadcast channel for two users was examined taking into
consideration the security of a single link and the bursty
nature of packet arrival at the sender node. The secrecy
constraints of a wireless broadcast channel were exploited
in [22] and [23], where a confidential broadcast transmission
is directed to multiple users that need to decode their dedi-
cated packets to remain secret from the other users. Finally,
network utility optimization in terms of reliability, stability,
and secrecy was examined in [22] and [23].

Lately, there is an increasing focus on the delay analy-
sis and the combined delay-throughput analysis for cache-
enabled wireless networks providing useful insights in this
growing research area as in [24], [25]. However, the delay
analysis conducted in that research work considers the
backhaul delay and the packet transmission delay for the
saturated request cases. The study in [26] provided analysis
on stable throughput and delay performance for single bottle-
neck cache enabled networks using stochastic request arrivals
at different nodes. In [27], the authors investigated how bursty
traffic and random caching availability of a small cell node
affects the delay and throughput performance of a wireless
caching system with two users. The works in [28]–[30] con-
sider jointly physical layer security and caching.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
This work explores the role of caching on the performance of
a system under different traffic characteristics where a user
need to be served with secret data. The wireless helper system
that offers caching capabilities is a type of dynamic access
node that could be seen as a small cell base station. This node
can serve users with and without secrecy requirements and
can hand over traffic to cellular network access nodes. To the
best of our knowledge, physical layer secrecy in conjunction
with caching where users need to be served with heteroge-
neous traffic characteristics has not been examined in the
existing literature. The main contributions of this work are
summarized below.
• The work derives probability of successful decoding
for various decoding schemes for the cache-enabled
wireless network where one of the users needs to be
served with secure data and the channel between dif-
ferent nodes undergo Rayleigh fading. The work con-
siders two approaches for decoding of a packet at the
receivers: treating interference as noise and successive
decoding. The probability of successful decoding for
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various schemes takes account of secrecy and reliability
criteria.

• The work also derives the average service rate and
delay for the considered system model with and with-
out secrecy constraint for various decoding schemes.
These performance metrics take account of the event
that specific content can be found in the cache or not.
The derived results also take account of the conges-
tion level of the backhaul. The probability of success-
ful decoding for various schemes helps to characterize
these performance metrics under heterogeneous traffic
characteristics.

• The derived results are utilized to optimize the perfor-
mance in terms of throughput and delay of the system
under different constraints on the parameters.

The findings of this work on different decoding schemes
and network availability statistics, provide us insights into
the network performance and service disruption while keep-
ing the dedicated communications secure within a specific
area. In real-life, this type of scenario can arise in cellu-
lar networks for different types of users. These users could
have different subscription settings, where some have higher
security requirements than other subscribers. Confidentiality
could be very important for IoT network implementations
where sensors and other devices collect data andmonitor their
respective environment. IoT devices that transmit and receive
non-confidential data could play the role of the undedicated
user requesting some updates and data from the helper sys-
tem. The helper node stores the data into different queues
transmitting into a single channel both the confidential and
non-confidential data applying superposition coding. The
ability of the transmitter to send non-confidential data to the
undedicated user and hide the confidential data is eventually
affected by its caching capabilities.

II. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a network consisting of one access point S with
caching capability and two legitimate users with different
traffic characteristics and secrecy requirements. The data
traffic intended for the dedicated user, labeled as D, arrives
at the access point S according to a Bernoulli process with
arrival rate λ. Let Q represent the size of the queue at S
that contains all the data packets waiting to be delivered
to D. The access point S is equipped with cache memory,
which can proactively store reusable content to be distributed.
In addition to handling the traffic intended for D, the access
point S can also serve as a caching helper to the non-dedicated
user U , which occasionally requests for some content. The
generated request by U will be first directed to the caching
helper S. If the requested file is stored in the cache of S,
then the file will be transmitted from S to U . Otherwise,
the request will be re-directed to a nearby base station, and
the file will be retrieved from a remote data center (DC)
through the base station. In case both D and U are actively
receiving their data from S, superposition coding (SC) is
used to serve both the users [31]. The data communicated to

FIGURE 1. The system model. Solid lines represent intended
transmissions and dotted lines represent interference.

TABLE 1. Probabilities notation.

the dedicated user D needs to be kept secret from a passive
eavesdropper E , which is not part of the network as depicted
in Fig. 1.

In this work, an SNR/SINR based secrecy metric is used
to measure the secrecy performance of the system under
different decoding assumptions at the users and eavesdropper.
In physical layer secrecy, some of the other commonly used
secrecy metrics for fading scenarios are secrecy outage prob-
ability or ergodic secrecy rate [32]. However, these metrics do
not take into account of decoding ability of the eavesdropper.
On the other hand, SINR based metric can take into account
of decoding ability of the eavesdropper and can also be used
when packet length is short.

We assume that in each timeslot, the non-dedicated user U
makes a content request with probability qU . If the requested
file is located inside the cache of S (cache hit), then S can
deliver the file to U directly. In the meanwhile, if the queue
at S is non-empty, S will transmit one packet to its dedicated
user D with probability qS , either through single transmis-
sion or parallel transmission to bothU andD using SC.Due to
limited storage capacity, the requested file byU can be found
within the cache of S with probability ph, which depends on
the caching policy at the helper S and request pattern of U .
In case of a cache miss event, with probability pm = 1− ph,
the content will be delivered toU from the remote data center
through the base station B. Additionally, we assume that in
each timeslot, the data center is available with probability α.
α is a way to model congestion of the backhaul link that can
be caused by several factors but it is outside the scope of this
work to consider them in more detail.

Table 1 summarizes the meaning of these probabilities.
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When treating interference as noise, whether a packet can
be decoded correctly depends on if the received SINR or SNR
exceeds a certain threshold. We consider Rayleigh fading and
the power-law path loss model. The received SINR for the
transmission link i→ j is given by

SINRij/L =
Pij|hij|2r

−γ
ij

σ 2 +
∑

k∈T\{i} Pkj|hkj|
2r−γkj

≥ θj, (1)

where i ∈ {S,B} and j ∈ {D,U}, L ⊆ {SD, SU ,BU} is the set
of active links. T represents the set of active transmitters, Pij
denotes the transmit power of the link i → j. hij denotes the
small-scale channel fading for the link i→ j, which follows
CN (0, 1), rij is the distance of the link, σ 2 is the thermal noise
power.

When SC is used at the access point S, powers PSD and
PSU are allocated for the transmissions to the dedicated user
and non-dedicated user respectively, such that

PSD + PSU = Pmax, (2)

where Pmax is the maximum transmit power of S. Let PB rep-
resent the transmit power of the base stationB. For both cases,
it is assumed that the eavesdropper decodes the message
of the dedicated user by treating interference as noise. This
kind of scenario can arise in practice when the eavesdropper
has limited decoding ability or does not have access to the
codebook used by the non-dedicated user.1

III. SUCCESS PROBABILITIES WITH
SECRECY CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we obtain the probabilities of successful
decoding for the two users with and without secrecy con-
straints. We consider two different decoding schemes, since
in wireless networks, different users may have different
decoding capabilities based on their hardware and software
limitations (e.g. IoT applications). A conventional decod-
ing scheme is to treat interference as noise (TIN), where
parallel transmissions interfering with the intended signals
will be treated as noise. A more advanced receiving scheme
is successive decoding (SD), where the receiver first tries
to decode the packet for the unintended user, then uses
the decoded signal to cancel the interference caused to its
transmission [33]. Based on the analysis in [21], we cannot
perform successive decoding at both users simultaneously
because this will result in infeasible power allocations for
the packet transmissions.We consider the following scenarios
based on different decoding ability at the users

1) Both the users D and U treat interference as noise.
2) The dedicated user D performs successive decoding

and user U treats interference as noise.
3) The dedicated user D treats interference as noise and

user U performs successive decoding.

1The framework developed here can also be extended for the scenario
where eavesdropper can also perform successive decoding using the SINR
based metric.

TABLE 2. Cases notation.

A. BOTH THE USERS TREAT INTERFERENCE AS NOISE
Depending on the set of active links, we investigate the
success probabilities in five different cases, as described
in Table 2.

1) CASE 1
When there are two active links: S → D and S → U ,
the event of successful decoding at D with secrecy constraint
is defined as

D?
SD/SD,SU =

{
SINRSD/SD,SU ≥ θD,SINRSE/SD,SU < θD

}
,

(3)

where θD is the SINR threshold for successful decoding.
In this work, we consider packet with finite length and hence,
SINR based secrecy metric is used [21], [34]–[36]. The com-
monly used metrics such as secrecy capacity, secrecy outage
probability and ergodic secrecy rate are difficult to compute
when length of the packet is short. The SINR based secrecy
metric can take account of decoding ability of the users and
can help to analyze the scenarios where the users or eaves-
dropper have varied decoding ability.

From (1), we have the success probability P(D?
SD/SD,SU )

given by

P(D?
SD/SD,SU )

= P
{

PSD|hSD|2 r
−γ
SD

1+ PSU |hSD|2 r
−γ
SD

≥ θD,
PSD|hSE |2 r

−γ
SE

1+ PSU |hSE |2 r
−γ
SE

< θD

}
= P

{
(PSD − θDPSU )|hSD|2 r

−γ
SD ≥ θD

}
×P

{
(PSD − θDPSU )|hSE |2r

−γ
SE < θD

}
= exp

(
−

θDr
γ
SD

PSD − θDPSU

)[
1− exp

(
−

θDr
γ
SE

PSD − θDPSU

)]
.

(4)

From (4), we have that the eventD?
SD/SD,SU occurs with non-

zero probability if PSD
PSU

> θD.
The event of successful decoding at U is defined as

DSU/SD,SU =

{
SINRSU/SD,SU ≥ θU

}
, (5)
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and the success probability of this event is

P(DSU/SD,SU ) = P
{

PSU |hSU |2r
−γ
SU

1+ PSD|hSU |2r
−γ
SU

≥ θU

}
= exp

(
−

θU r
γ
SU

PSU − θUPSD

)
(6)

From (6) we get that the event DSU/SD,SU occurs with non-
zero probability if PSUPSD

> θU .

2) CASE 2
In this case, the access point S transmits to the dedicated user
D and the base station B transmits to the non-dedicated user
U , while the eavesdropperE tries to decode themessage from
S to D.

The event of successful decoding is defined by

D?
SD/SD,BU =

{
SINRSD/SD,BU ≥ θD,SINRSE/SD,BU < θD

}
.

(7)

Similar to (4), the success probability in this case is given by

P(D?
SD/SD,BU ) = P

{
PSD|hSD|2r

−γ
SD

1+ PB|hBD|2r
−γ
BD

≥ θD,

PSD|hSE |2r
−γ
SE

1+ PB|hBE |2r
−γ
BE

< θD

}
= exp

(
−

θDr
γ
SDr

γ
BD

PSDr
γ
BD − θDPBr

γ
SD

)
×

{
1− exp

(
−

θDr
γ
SE r

γ
BE

PSDr
γ
BE−θDPBr

γ
SE

)}
. (8)

From (8), we have that the eventD?
SD/SD,BU occurs with non-

zero probability for

PSD
PB

> max
{
rγSD
rγBD

θD,
rγSE
rγBE

θD

}
. (9)

The event of successful decoding at U is defined by

DBU/SD,BU =

{
SINRBU/SD,BU ≥ θU

}
, (10)

and the success probability is given by

P(DBU/SD,BU ) = P
{

PB|hBU |2r
−γ
BU

1+ PSD|hSU |2r
−γ
SU

≥ θU

}
,

= exp
(
−

θU

PBr
−γ
BU − θUPSDr

−γ
SU

)
. (11)

From (11), we have that the event DBU/SD,BU occurs with
non-zero probability for

PB
PSD

>
r−γSU
r−γBU

θU . (12)

3) CASE 3
When there is a single transmission S → D, the event of
successful decoding at D is defined by

D?
SD/SD =

{
SNRSD/SD ≥ θD,SNRSE/SD < θD

}
. (13)

The success probability P(D?
SD/SD) is given by

P(D?
SD/SD)

= P
{
PSD|hSD|2r

−γ
SD ≥ θD,PSD|hSE |

2r−γSE < θD

}
= exp

(
−
θDr

γ
SD

PSD

)[
1− exp

(
−
θDr

γ
SE

PSD

)]
. (14)

4) CASE 4
There is a single transmission S → U . The dedicated user D
is not served. The event of successful decoding atU is defined
by

DSU/SU =

{
SNRSU/SU ≥ θU

}
, (15)

and the success probability is given by

P(DSU/SU ) = P
{
PSU |hSU |2r

−γ
SU ≥ θU

}
= exp

(
−
θU r

γ
SU

PSU

)
.

(16)

5) CASE 5
There is a single transmission B→ U . The dedicated user D
is not served. The event successful decoding at U is defined
by

DBU/BU =

{
SNRBU/BU ≥ θU

}
, (17)

and the success probability becomes:

P(DBU/BU ) = P
{
PB|hBU |2r

−γ
BU ≥ θU

}
= exp

(
−
θU r

γ
BU

PB

)
.

(18)

B. USER D PERFORMS SUCCESSIVE DECODING
In this scenario, the dedicated user D needs to decode the
intended message for U first, in order to remove it from
the received signal and decode its own message. The eaves-
dropper E always treats interference as noise. Depending on
the set of active links, we derive the success probabilities as
follows.

1) CASE 1
When there are two active links: S → D and S → U ,
the event of successful decoding at D with secrecy constraint
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is defined as

D?
SD/SD,SU =

{
PSU |hSD|2r

−γ
SD

1+ PSD|hSD|2r
−γ
SD

≥ θU ,PSD|hSD|2r
−γ
SD

≥ θD,
PSD|hSE |2r

−γ
SE

1+ PSU |hSE |2r
−γ
SE

< θD

}
, (19)

where θU is the SINR threshold for successfully decoding the
message intended for user U .
The success probability of the event can be expressed as

P(D?
SD/SD,SU ) = exp

(
−max

{
θU r

γ
SD

PSU − θUPSD
,
θDr

γ
SD

PSD

})

×

{
1− exp

(
−

θDr
γ
SE

PSD − θDPSU

)}
. (20)

From (20), we have that the event D∗SD/SD,SU occurs with
non-zero probability if

PSU
PSD

> θU and
PSD
PSU

> θD. (21)

For the non-dedicated user U , the probability of successful
decoding is the same as in (6).

2) CASE 2
When there are two transmission links S → D and B→ U ,
the event of successful decoding with secrecy constraint at D
is defined as

D?
SD/SD,BU =

{
PB|hBD|2r

−γ
BD

1+ PSD|hSD|2r
−γ
SD

≥ θU ,PSD|hSD|2r
−γ
SD

≥ θD,
PSD|hSE |2r

−γ
SE

1+ PB|hBE |2r
−γ
BE

< θD

}
. (22)

The success probability is given by

P(D?
SD/SD,BU )

= exp
(
−max

{
θU

PBr
−γ
BD − θUPSDr

−γ
SD

,
θDr

γ
SD

PSD

})

×

[
1− exp

(
−

θDr
γ
SEr

γ
BE

PSDr
γ
BE − θDPBr

γ
SE

)]
. (23)

From (23), we have that the eventD∗SD/SD,SU occurs with non-
zero probability if

PB
PSD

>
r−γSD
r−γBD

θU and
PSD
PB

>
rγSE
rγBE

θD. (24)

For the non-dedicated user U , the success probability is the
same as in (11).

The success probabilities for the cases 3 − 5 are the same
as in Section III-A.

C. USER U PERFORMS SUCCESSIVE DECODING
In this case, the non-dedicated user U performs successive
decoding. It first attempts to decode the information trans-
mitted from S to D, then removes it from the received signal,
and proceeds to decode its own message either from S or B.

1) CASE 1
Similar to Section III-A, the event of successful decoding at
user U is defined as

DSU/SD,SU =

{
PSD|hSU |2r

−γ
SU

1+ PSU |hSU |2r
−γ
SU

≥ θD,

PSU |hSU |2r
−γ
SU ≥ θU

}
. (25)

The success probability is given by

P(DSU/SD,SU )=exp

(
−max

{
θDr

γ
SU

PSD − θDPSU
,
θU r

γ
SU

PSU

})
.

(26)

From (26), we have that the event of successful decoding at
U occurs with non-zero probability if PSD

PSU
> θD. For the

dedicated user D, the probability of successful decoding with
secrecy constraint is the same as in (4).

2) CASE 2
The event of successful decoding at user U is defined as

DBU/SD,BU =

{
PSD|hSU |2r

−γ
SU

1+ PB|hBU |2r
−γ
BU

≥ θD,

PB|hBU |2r
−γ
BU ≥ θU

}
. (27)

The success probability is given by

P(DBU/SD,BU )

= exp

(
−max

{
θD

PSDr
−γ
SU − θDPBr

−γ
BU

,
θU r

γ
BU

PB

})
. (28)

From (28), the successful decoding event occurs with non-
zero probability if

PSD
PB

>
r−γSU
r−γBU

θD. (29)

For user D, the probability of successful decoding with
secrecy constraint is the same as in (8).

The success probabilities for the cases 3 − 5 are the same
as in Section III-A.

IV. THROUGHPUT AND DELAY ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive the throughput and delay perfor-
mance of the considered network.

A. NETWORK THROUGHPUT
Recall that the queue of the access point S contains informa-
tion packets intended for the dedicated userD as described in
Section II. When the queue is stable, the throughput of user
D is equal to its arrival rate λ. The queue stability condition
is satisfied if the arrival rate is smaller than the service rate
of S.
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The average service rate of the link S → D is obtained as

µ = qS (1− qU )P(D?
SD/SD)+ qSqUphP(D?

SD/SD,SU )

+ qSqUpmαP(D?
SD/SD,BU )+qSqUpm(1−α)P(D?

SD/SD),

(30)

which considers all the cases described in Table 2.
The queue at S is stable if λ < µ. When the queue stability

condition is satisfied, the probability that the queue is non-
empty is

P(Q 6= 0) =
λ

µ
, (31)

where µ is given by (30).
The average throughput of the non-dedicated user U is

TU = qS
λ

µ
qU
[
phP(DSU/SD,SU )+pmαP(DBU/SD,BU )

]
+

(
1− qS

λ

µ

)
qU

[
phP(DSU/SU )+pmαP(DBU/BU )

]
.

(32)

B. DELAY
When the queue at S is stable, the average delay experienced
by the dedicated user D can be obtained as

DD =
1

µ− λ
(1− λ)+

1
µ
, (33)

where the first term is the queueing delay and the second term
is the transmission delay.

For the non-dedicated user U , the delay is only character-
ized by the transmission delay, considering all the possible
cases for finding the content, as follows

DU = phqs
λ

µ
P(DSU/SD,SU )+ ph

(
1− qs

λ

µ

)
P(DSU/SU )

+ phqs
λ

µ
[1− P(DSU/SD,SU )](1+ DS )

+ ph

(
1− qs

λ

µ

)
[1− P(DSU/SU )](1+ DS )

+ pmqs
λ

µ
αP(DBU/SD,BU)+pm

(
1−qs

λ

µ

)
αP(DBU/BU)

+ pmqs
λ

µ
[1− αP(DBU/SD,BU )](1+ DB)

+ pm

(
1− qs

λ

µ

)
[1− αP(DBU/BU )](1+ DB), (34)

where DS and DB represent the transmission delay from the
access point S and from the base station B, respectively. The
transmission delay is inversely proportional to the average
success probability. We have

DS =
1

qs λµP(DSU/SD,SU )+ [1− qs λµ ]P(DSU/SU )
, (35)

DB =
1

qs λµαP(DBU/SD,BU )+[1−qs λµ ]αP(DBU/BU )
. (36)

V. THROUGHPUT AND DELAY
PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we formulate two optimization problems
which jointly consider the throughput and delay performance
of both usersD andU . The variables to be determined are the
allocated transmit powers PSD and PSU at the access point S.
The transmit power of the base station, PB, is considered
fixed.

A. THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION WITH
DELAY CONSTRAINTS
We aim at finding the optimal power allocation that maxi-
mizes the average throughput perceived by the non-dedicated
user U , while satisfying the delay requirement at the dedi-
cated user D. The problem is defined as follows

max
P=[PSD,PSU ]

TU (P)

subject to λ < µ,

PSD + PSU = Pmax,

DD(P) ≤ DDmax . (37)

Here, TU and µ are given in (32) in (30), respectively. The
first constraint ensures that the queue at S is stable. The sec-
ond constraint comes from the limited total transmit power of
S. The last constraint sets a maximum tolerable delay DDmax
experienced by the dedicated user D.

B. DELAY OPTIMIZATION WITH
THROUGHPUT CONSTRAINT
The objective of this optimization problem is to minimize
the average delay DD perceived by the dedicated user D,
while achieving a minimum throughput for the non-dedicated
user U .

min
P=[PSD,PSU ]

DD(P)

subject to λ < µ,

PSD + PSU = Pmax,

TU (P) ≥ TUmin (38)

where DD is given in (33), and TUmin represents the lower
limit of the average throughput for user U .

The optimization problems in (37) and (38) are nonlinear
due to the exponential factors in the equations for the success
probabilities, thus, we resort to numerical optimization since
we cannot derive a closed form expression for the considered
problem.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical results for the sys-
tem performance analysis covered in the previous sections.
We use path-loss exponents γS = 2 for all the links from
the helper S (S → D, S → U , S → E) and γB = 4 for
all the links from the base station B (B → D, B → U ,
B → E). For simplicity, we normalize the noise power to
one, and set the transmission power level of the helper as
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FIGURE 2. Average throughput (packets/slot) for user U TU versus
transmit power from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized).
In this setup both users treat interference as noise (TIN). The plot was
generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4
and θU = 0.4.

PS = PSD+PSU = 1000 and PB is restricted by the condition
in (12). We assume that bothD andU are within a predefined
‘‘restricted’’ area with a radius of 30m, e.g., rSD = 10m
and rSU = 20m. The distance between the eavesdropper E
and the helper S is rSE = 30m. The distances from the base
station B to the dedicated user D, the non-dedicated user U ,
and the eavesdropper E are set to be 1000m (rBD = rBU =
rBE = 1000m).

Initially, we will try to determine how caching at the edge-
helper affects the overall performance of the wireless system.
This will be captured through the throughput and delay per-
formance for each user comparing the cases with different
decoding schemes. It is important to clarify that caching
enhances the performance and provides us with higher overall
system performance. Afterwards, we will identify the decod-
ing scheme TIN or SD applied at each user that improves
the performance by solving the optimization problems that
were previously set. Finally, we will illustrate how the sys-
tem performance is affected by various network parameters
concerning different power allocations.

Based on Figure 2 we observe the cases with and
without secrecy for this scenario where both users treat
interference as noise (TIN). For lower values of power
allocated to the S-D transmission PSD, caching increases
the achieved throughput for user U and performs almost
similarly with the system without any secrecy constraints
for lower values of PSD. As the power level PSD increases
(PSU decreases) there is a steeper decrease in throughput
performance for userU in the case of the system with secrecy
constraints due to two main factors. First, the decrease in
PSU deteriorates the decoding capability of user U , and sec-
ondly as PSD increases, the eavesdropper will have higher
probability to decode the transmission which eventually
will decrease the performance of the system with secrecy
constraints.

FIGURE 3. Average throughput (packets/slot) for user U TU versus
transmit power from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized).
In this setup user D performs successive decoding (SD). The plot was
generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4
and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 4. Average delay (slots) for user D DD versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized). In this setup both
users treat interference as noise (TIN). The plot was generated with:
λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

Similar results where SD was only applied at the dedicated
user D are illustrated in Figure 3. Caching still increased the
performance in terms of user’sU average throughput, though
we can point out that SD at userD eliminates the performance
deterioration for user U with the with secrecy constraints
compared to no secrecy especially for low PSD values. This
is important in the case of low hit rate probability ph at the
helper’s cache i.e. not efficient caching scheme, which points
out the SD as a more robust decoding scheme compared to
the TIN.

Another useful system performance metric, namely the
average delay for the dedicated user D was analyzed in
Figure 4 again versus the normalized S to D transmission
power level with both users applying TIN for decoding.
As expected, the delay is increased for D when the other user
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FIGURE 5. Average delay (slots) for user D DD versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized). In this setup user D
performs successive decoding (SD). The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4,
qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 6. Average delay (slots) for user D DD versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized). The plot was
generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4
and θU = 0.4.

U is served by the helper. This is the effect of caching at
the helper S on D’s average delay performance. For lower
values of PSD, and thus higher PSU , the system performance
with secrecy constraints is very close for the cases with and
without caching. This is the result of fewer re-transmissions
from helper S to the non-dedicated user U in the case of
content cached at helper’s cache.

In Figure 5 similar to the previous figure we observe the
average delay for user D with the only difference that user D
applies SD for decoding. From these results, we conclude that
for the secrecy constraints and caching scenario the average
delay performance for D is lower than the case where both
users apply TIN. Caching at the helper S can even further
reduce the effects of secrecy constraints for lower PSD values
providing similar performance for the cases with and without
secrecy constraints.

A comparison of the two decoding schemes TIN and SD
is illustrated in Figure 6 where is highlighted the fact that

FIGURE 7. Average delay (slots) for user U DU versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized). The plot was
generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4
and θU = 0.4.

for low PSD power levels, applying successive decoding at
D surpasses the performance of the system where both users
treat interference as noise. This happens because for low PSD
levels thus higher PSU levels there are fewer re-transmissions
for the S-U messages offering in parallel increased secrecy
as the eavesdropper E receives lower power transmissions for
decoding. In both cases, with and without secrecy constraints,
applying SD at D leads to better delay performance for D for
lower PSD levels as there are fewer re-transmissions for both
S-D and S-U messages making it an ideal setup irrespective
the secrecy constraints.

Focusing on user U , Figure 7 gives us an insight into
the effects of the two decoding schemes and secrecy con-
straints on U ’s average delay performance. Although there is
a better overall performance for U ’s average delay at higher
PSD levels applying SD at U this is not preferred as it will
deteriorate the dedicated user D’s performance. The average
delay performance for U applying SD at D for lower power
levels of PSD is close to the average delay performance for
higher PSD values (low PSU ) when applying SD at U thus
it is the preferred setup for achieving better performance for
both users.

Similarly, in Figure 8 we observe the average throughput
for user U versus the normalized PSD levels that follow
the trend (inverse) of Figure 7, where for lower PSD power
levels the performance reaches a pick. As explained before,
applying SD atD results in a better performance than TIN for
both users achieving a performance closer to the no secrecy
constraints scenario. Applying SD at D results in better per-
formance than TIN because D can easily decode the S-U
packets and then use this to decode the wicker S-D packet
transmission thus increasing the security of the link.

It is also important to highlight the average service rate
performance that represents the average throughput of D
presented in Figure 10. In both cases, with and without any
secrecy constraints, applying SD at D results in a higher
service rate although with no secrecy constraints applying
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FIGURE 8. Average throughput (packets/slot) for user U TU versus
transmit power from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized). The
plot was generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7,
θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 9. Cumulative average throughput (packets/slot) for both users D
and U versus transmit power from helper S to the dedicated user D
(normalized). The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8,
ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 10. Service rate µ (packets/slot) at the helper S versus transmit
power to the dedicated user D (normalized). The plot was generated with:
λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

TIN or SD at U only outperforms SD at D for higher PSD
values. This happens as there is more error-free decoding at

FIGURE 11. Average throughput (packets/slot) for user U TU versus
transmit power from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized)
applying SD at D for variable arrival rates λ at S. The plot was generated
with: qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 12. Average delay (slots) for user D DD versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized) applying SD at D for
variable arrival rates λ at S. The plot was generated with: qS = 0.9,
qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

U for this power range thus less re-transmission resulting in
less congestion at S.

Moving on with network characteristics and their sig-
nificance in the system’s performance, both Figure 11 and
Figure 12 demonstrate U ’s throughput and D’s delay perfor-
mance respectively versus the PSD power levels for different
arrival rates λ at the helper S while applying SD at the
dedicated user D. We observe that for lower transmission
power levelsPSD we achieve the best performance and that for
different arrival rates the performance is not varying signifi-
cantly as it is for higher PSD power levels. This means that by
setting lower PSD transmission power levels the performance
can be unaffected when the arrival rate, thus packets sent to
dedicated user D, is increased.

The next three figures (Figure 13-Figure 15) illustrate
how the hit rate ph at the helper S (probability U requests
content from the helper S) affects the performance. Again,
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FIGURE 13. Service rate µ (packets/slot) versus transmit power from
helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized) applying SD at D for
variable hit rates ph at S. The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9,
qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 14. Average throughput (packets/slot) for user U TU versus
transmit power from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized)
applying SD at D for variable hit rates ph at S. The plot was generated
with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

we find out that for lower PSD power levels while applying
SD at D, we achieve the best performance in terms of service
rate µ (Figure 13). Higher and lower hit rate values lead to
similar performance for lower PSD levels too. As expected
in Figure 14 higher hit rate values result in higher average
throughput for use U while for low PSD values the perfor-
mance difference is higher (higher PSU values thus better
decoding at U ). Finally, Figure 15 demonstrates user D’s
average delay performance for various hit rate values ph.
In these results as indicated before we get optimal values
(lower delay values) for low PSD levels as the hit rate vari-
ations do not affect D’s delay performance.

Solving the optimization problems introduced in (37) and
(38), three tables were generated namely tables 3, 4, and 5.
In each optimization problem producing these tables a differ-
ent parameter is a variable namely the arrival rate λ, the hit
rate ph, and α. The only case that SD at U outperforms the

FIGURE 15. Average delay (slots) for user D DD versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized) applying SD at D for
variable hit rates ph at S. The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4, qS = 0.9,
qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

FIGURE 16. Average delay (slots) for user D DD versus transmit power
from helper S to the dedicated user D (normalized) applying SD at D for
variable network availability α. The plot was generated with: λ = 0.4,
qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, θD = 0.4 and θU = 0.4.

TABLE 3. Optimal average throughput (packets/slot) for user U and delay
(slots) for user D values for variable arrival rates λ at S for TIN at both
users, SD at D and U (SD-D, SD-U) and delay (DD) and throughput (TU )
constraints. ph = 0.6 qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4, θU = 0.4,
DDmax = 6 slots, TUmin = 0.44 packets/slot.

case with SD at D in respect to the average throughput for U
is that for low hit rate values ph and that is because in this
case user U is mainly receiving from the base station. In this
case, the SD scheme increases it’s decoding capabilities even
if the B to U transmission is not very efficient. In every other
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TABLE 4. Optimal average throughput (packets/slot) for user U and delay
(slots) for user D values for variable hit rate ph for TIN at both users, SD
at D and U (SD-D, SD-U) and delay (DD) and throughput (TU ) constraints.
λ = 0.4 qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, α = 0.7, θD = 0.4, θU = 0.4, DDmax = 6 slots,
TUmin = 0.44 packets/slot.

TABLE 5. Optimal average throughput (packets/slot) for user U and delay
(slots) for user D values for variable network availability α for TIN at both
users, SD at D and U (SD-D, SD-U) and delay (DD) and throughput (TU )
constraints. λ = 0.4 qS = 0.9, qU = 0.8, ph = 0.6, θD = 0.4, θU = 0.4,
DDmax = 6 slots, TUmin = 0.44 packets/slot.

case, SD at D outperforms every other scenario and results in
higher average throughput for U and lower delay for D.

VII. CONCLUSION
Throughout this work, the effect of caching on the transmis-
sion security of a helper system is studied while applying
superposition coding for serving two users simultaneously
with different secrecy requirements. Moreover, two distinct
decoding schemes are compared namely treating interference
as noise and successive decoding by introducingmultiple net-
work characteristics and caching capabilities on the helper’s
cache. The transmissions to a dedicated user must be kept
secret inside a specific area defined by the locations of both
users that are served. The initial findings of this analysis prove
that caching can mitigate the effects of secrecy on the per-
formance of the transmissions for both users that are served
in this scheme. Successive decoding at the dedicated user
while applying the lowest power allocation satisfying the sta-
bility condition, offers better overall performance compared
to the treat as interference decoding scheme. Summarizing
our findings, the optimal performance in terms of throughput
and delay for both users, while keeping a dedicated link
secure, is achieved when applying successive decoding at the
dedicated user, and allocating the minimum power within the
stability condition for the packets intended for that dedicated
user.
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